
FemInIne Dance meDIcIne
from Shame to Freedom

Shaktiflow Yoga - Sacred Primitive Dance - Goddess Rituals 

15th - 21st July 2019 / BODRUM (TURKEY)

7 days and 6 nights of deep Feminine nourishment and empowerment in a place of exqui-
site beauty in the Mystical land of Turkey (near Bodrum). A deep journey into the Wildness 
of the Soul, exploring different Goddess archetypes through our dance, honoring the gifts 
of the body, opening up to our true sensual Essence. Karakaya Retreat, a stunning moun-
tain location with exquisite views to Aegean sea offers the perfect setting for our inner and 
outer transformation to unfold.

SURYA SOPHIA

INFORMATION AND BOOKINGS:

www.suryasophia.com

sophiasuryachalkidou@gmail.com
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 “We are filled with longing for the Wild... We were taught to 
feel shame for such a desire”. - Clarissa Pinkola Estés

The modern woman has been cut off from her natural instincts, from the wisdom of 
her womb and her Truth. She has been taught to be “good” and suppress her au-
thentic Voice and sacred Sensuality. Now, the voice of the Feminine is rising again. 
Women start to remember themselves as sacred healers, artists, wisdom keepers, 
life givers.

Dancing has been used from ancient times as a powerful tool of self- healing, 
emotional catharsis and merging with the Divine. 
Dancing can take us back to the wild self we are so deeply longing to connect.
This long Immersion is for Women who are ready to embrace their totality, speak 
their truth and reclaim their place in the world.

Nourish our deep Feminine Nature
Activate the fire of our sensuality

Learn to connect to our anger and set healthy boundaries
Release long held emotions

Increase our self- confidence
Celebrate our natural beauty

In this Feminine Dance journey “from Shame to Freedom” we will:
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Contents
ShaktiFlow Yoga
Shakti is the Feminine energy of creation.
Hatha flow and tribal fusion basics.
Serpentine movements- spine ondulations and hip circles
Body preparation for dance and authentic expression
Cultivation of deeper body awareness and core strength
Blockage release from the pelvis and chest area
Opening up to feminine sensual flow

Sacred Primitive Dance
Deep rooting through primal movements
Pelvic floor and voice release techniques
African percussions and deep rhythmic sequences 
Tribal Fusion Serpentine sequences
Flamenco and gypsy dance powerful footwork and arm combinations
Holistic Movement and Authentic Expression

Goddess Rituals 
Working with different Goddess archetypes
Holistic Movement, drama and artistic Expression
Embodiment of deep Feminine qualities, as they are represented by ancient
Goddesses;
Aphrodite (Goddess of love and sensuality), Kali Ma (Goddess of destruction and 
deep self- compassion) and Isis (Mystical Goddess and High Priestess).
Shadow Work
Rituals of Feminine Beauty and Adoration 
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Schedule and Material
Approximate Retreat Schedule

Monday, July 15th 
Arrival at 15.00
Welcome circle and Opening Ritual at 17.00
Welcoming Dinner at 20.30

July 16,17, 18, 19, 20th 
07.00 - 08.00    Yin Yoga
08.30               Nutritious Breakfast
10.30 - 14.00   Morning Practice (Shaktiflow, Sacred and Primitive Dance, Women Circle)
14.00 - 17.00   Light Meal and Resting Time (Personal time, massage, hike, pool and beach)
17.00 - 20.30   Evening Practice (Sacred and Primitive Dance - Goddess Rituals)
21.00               Dinner and Rest

Sunday, July 21st
07.00- 08.00    Yin Yoga
08.30               Nutritious Breakfast
10.00 - 14.00   Closing Goddess Ritual and sharing circle
14.00 - 15.30   Lunch and Farewells

Necessary Material for the Retreat
Dancing clothes (Top and long skirt or dress)
July 15th Opening Ritual WHITE
July 16th and 17th Kali Ma BLACK or RED
July 18th and 19th Aphrodita Ritual RED or PINK  
July 20th and 21st ISIS Ritual WHITE

*On the last night we will have a presentation of our gifts and each Woman is encouraged to offer 
a dance, a song, a poem, a work of art or storytelling performance to the circle.

Extra Material
*Journal
*Comfortable clothes for morning yoga
*Flashlight
*Warm clothes for the night
*Towel and bathing suit
*Sun protection cream
*Personal hygiene items

Book recommendations 
(prior to the Retreat)
*Women who run with the Wolves
*Awakening Shakti
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Surya Sophia
¨I am here to remind Women of their boldness, of their capacity to feel all emotions with-
out pushing them away. My deepest passion is to accompany Women to their personal 
journey of empowerment through their own body. ¨

BIO
Surya Sophia has studied languages and pedagogy at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki.

Yet, her life´s passion has been to become a flamenco dancer. In 2012 she moved to Spain, 
to study this powerful dance which inspired the primal longings of her Soul.

In 2014 she moved to Latin America where she has stayed with indigenous tribes and has im-
mersed herself into shamanism and plant- based healing.

She has studied holistic arts and foot Reflexology at renowned schools of Buenos Aires.

She has studied Hatha (200hrs Yoga Alliance) and Kundalini Yoga according to Yogi Bhajan.

She has worked with diverse groups of people; young adults with addiction problems in reha-
bilitation centers, women who have suffered domestic abuse and children.

She has studied with many internationally renowned dancers and has explored various mo-
dalities of dance and drama therapy.

She is member of Akram, tribal fusion company in Thessaloniki.

She has studied Feeling Color, a powerful method of alignment with the colors of the Soul.

Since 2016 she has been collaborating with Lalita Devi, organizing Sacred Dance Retreats for 
Women in Greece.

She is certified Women´s Circle Facilitator from Feminine Soul Awakening Institute.

She has developed her own method of Intuitive Reflexology, combining foot Reflexology with 
Energy and Meditative healing modalities.

She has developed ShaktiFlow and Sacred Primitive Dance, integrating holistic arts and Wild, 
earth-based practices of deep rooting and sensual Awakening. 

She offers Workshops of Feminine Empowerment through dance in different Festivals around 
the world.

She is devoted to protecting and serving the Feminine in each person.
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The Location

Karakaya Retreat near Bodrum, is an exquisite mountain location, very close to 
the Aegean sea. The center is dedicated to offering a wide variety of residential 
retreats, workshops and events in the healing arts and therapies to guests from 
around the world. They focus on a holistic lifestyle, working towards peace and 
protecting our planet; while offering a space for a life-changing experience that 
encourages letting go, healing, self-awareness and overall well-being. 

The location offers a bright, open hall with wooden floor, large windows, overlook-
ing Sea and Mountains. There is an outdoor pool, in the middle of the location, 
excellent to withdraw and unwind. The food is thoughtfully sourced and carefully 
served. Delicious Vegan choices and special Detox Menu made to rejuvenate our 
cells and give us an extra boost and well-being. There is a range of possibility to 
choose the type of accommodation from. Stone Houses in single, double or shared 



Send an e-mail to sophiasuryachalkidou@gmail.com and we will provide you with the 
availability and prices.

1. Stone Houses - 3 persons in each. Price: 45€/person per day 
2. Stone Houses with 2 rooms
     * A room with mountain and sea views (Private: 55€/prs, Shared: 45€/prs)
     * A room with garden views (Private: 45€/prs, Shared: 40€/prs) 
3. Musandra House with the best view and the biggest terrace 
     * 4 Persons: 45€/prs / 3 Persons: € 55/prs
     * 2 Persons: 65€/prs 
4. Stone house with sea and mountain views with private bathroom (Private: € 75/prs, 
Shared: 60€/prs) 
5. Stone House Dormitory with 6 beds
6 Persons: 35€/prs, 4 Persons: 40€/prs, 3 Persons: 45€/prs

RESERVE YOUR SPOT
Places are limited to 22 Women.
Formalize your registration in 3 easy steps:

1. Write a few lines of motivation to sophiasuryachalkidou@gmail.com as to why you want 
to be part of the Feminine Dance Medicine Retreat
2. Once your spot is confirmed make a deposit of 111€ in the following account number:

 

The rest of the amount will be paid in cash upon arrival to the location. 

3. Send us the confirmation of your transfer by email to sophiasuryachalkidou@gmail.com 
and we will confirm your spot, with a Welcoming mail. 
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Reservation
RATES of the RETREAT (accommodation not included)
Includes 7 days and 6 nights of Practice, Dance and Goddess Rituals
*444€ SPECIAL PROMO BEFORE 1st OF MARCH
*499€ REGISTRATIONS PRIOR TO 15 OF APRIL
*599€ SUBSEQUENT REGISTRATIONS

RATES - ACCOMODATION WITH FULL BOARD
*Prices from 35€/day and up to 75€/day
Includes accommodation and 3 nourishing meals per day (Breakfast/ Light Meal/ Dinner)

*111 euros on PayPal: sophiasuryachalkidou@gmail.com
*114 euros (3 euros bank expenses)

Sofia Chalkidou
SWIFT BIC: ERBKGRAA

IBAN: GR4102606920000380200112237
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Important information
The cancellation of the reservation will NOT be refundable in any case. 
REMEMBER that spots are very limited. 
Only 22 WOMEN so do not wait to secure your spot!!!
OPEN LEVEL for all Women who feel the Calling to dıve ınto a deep journey back home.
THE RETREAT WILL BE GUIDED IN ENGLISH (possıbılıty of translatıon ın Greek)

HOW TO ARRIVE 
The nearest airport is Bodrum International Airport at a distance of 40-50 minutes from 
Karakaya Retreat. The transfer from/to the airport can be organized under request, at a 
small additional cost of about 8€ Each way/ person. Public transport from/ to the airport is 
also available. You are encouraged to request the transfer service in advance, while you 
make your reservation, so that you can organize everything in time. 

There is possibility of taxis to access the nearest beaches from our location (5 minutes by 
car).



PRACTICAL DETAILS
PASSPORT & VISA REQUIREMENTS
To enter Turkey it is important to have a valid Passport/or in some cases a valid ID. The Visa 
policy is different for each country, so you may need to check in advance and you may 
need to pay a tourist Visa at the Airport upon your arrival.

MEDICAL AND TRAVEL INSURANCE 
It is always advisable to have a medical insurance for the period of time that you are 
away from your country.

PLACES TO VISIT 
Before or after the Retreat you can enjoy a few days on the South Coast of Turkey, no 
doubt its beauty will surprise you.
Turquoise water Beaches, Cities of international turism such as BODRUM, the city of an-
cient Éphesus, heritage of humanity, the Temple of Artemis, the house of the Virgin Mary 
and the Ancient library. 
Take the chance to escape to PAMUKKALE and visit the most amazing thermal baths of 
the health and Spa Resorts. 
Or you can enjoy a weekend getaway to any of the Greek islands which are close by, 
such as KOS, KALIMNOS, SAMOS or RHODES.
Multiple options to enjoy a few days in an unforgettable place!

Important information
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